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The circadian clock network is an evolutionarily conserved system involved in the regulation of metabolic homeostasis;
however, its impacts on skeletal metabolism remain largely unknown. We herein demonstrated that the circadian clock
network in the intestines plays pivotal roles in skeletal metabolism such that the lack of the Bmal1 gene in the intestines
(Bmal1Int

–/– mice) caused bone loss, with bone resorption being activated and bone formation suppressed.
Mechanistically, Clock protein interaction with the vitamin D receptor (VDR) accelerated its binding to the VDR response
element by enhancing histone acetylation in a circadian-dependent manner, and this was lost in Bmal1Int

–/– mice because
nuclear translocation of Clock required the presence of Bmal1. Accordingly, the rhythmic expression of VDR target genes
involved in transcellular calcium (Ca) absorption was created, and this was not observed in Bmal1Int

–/– mice. As a result,
transcellular Ca absorption was impaired and bone resorption was activated in Bmal1Int

–/– mice. Additionally, sympathetic
tone, the activation of which suppresses bone formation, was elevated through afferent vagal nerves in Bmal1Int

–/– mice,
the blockade of which partially recovered bone loss by increasing bone formation and suppressing bone resorption in
Bmal1Int

–/– mice. These results demonstrate that the intestinal circadian system regulates skeletal bone homeostasis.
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Introduction
The circadian clock network is an evolutionarily conserved system by which organisms adapt their met-
abolic activities to environmental inputs including the availability of  nutrients. The master pacemaker 
of  the circadian clock system is located in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) (1) and is well known to 
play pivotal roles in metabolic regulation; therefore, the disruption of  this system has been linked to the 
development of  metabolic complications such as obesity and glucose intolerance (2–4). In addition to 
the central pacemaker, peripheral tissues possess their own circadian system and synchronize with the 
central clock system through hormonal and neuronal signals (2). Importantly, the peripheral circadian 
system is entrained by external cues such as food availability independent of  central regulation, and 
indeed time-restricted feeding during the light phase has been shown to reverse the expression profiles 
of  core clock genes without affecting their cycling in the SCN, indicating that the feeding/fasting cycle 
drives peripheral circadian rhythmicity (5). Organisms take advantage of  this system to allow for the 
predictable time-of-day–dependent utilization of  ingested nutrients by optimizing the metabolic pro-
cesses of  nutrients in peripheral tissues.

Intestinal tissue is a critical organ in the regulation of  nutrient metabolism and is well known to be 
governed by the circadian clock system. As is the case with other metabolic organs such as the liver, 
time of  feeding also regulates the expression profile of  clock genes in the intestines (6, 7). Consistent 
with this notion, multiple intestinal activities such as nutrient absorption are regulated by the circa-
dian clock system (8–10). Calcium (Ca) is one of  the important nutrients actively and transcellularly 
absorbed mainly from the duodenum (11) and plays pivotal roles in skeletal metabolism. Ca homeosta-
sis is regulated in a manner involving the circadian network because a circadian profile has been report-
ed for transcellular Ca absorption (12) and serum Ca levels (13); however, its underlying molecular 
mechanisms have not been fully understood.

The circadian clock network is an evolutionarily conserved system involved in the regulation of 
metabolic homeostasis; however, its impacts on skeletal metabolism remain largely unknown. We 
herein demonstrated that the circadian clock network in the intestines plays pivotal roles in skeletal 
metabolism such that the lack of the Bmal1 gene in the intestines (Bmal1Int

–/– mice) caused bone 
loss, with bone resorption being activated and bone formation suppressed. Mechanistically, Clock 
protein interaction with the vitamin D receptor (VDR) accelerated its binding to the VDR response 
element by enhancing histone acetylation in a circadian-dependent manner, and this was lost in 
Bmal1Int

–/– mice because nuclear translocation of Clock required the presence of Bmal1. Accordingly, 
the rhythmic expression of VDR target genes involved in transcellular calcium (Ca) absorption was 
created, and this was not observed in Bmal1Int

–/– mice. As a result, transcellular Ca absorption was 
impaired and bone resorption was activated in Bmal1Int

–/– mice. Additionally, sympathetic tone, 
the activation of which suppresses bone formation, was elevated through afferent vagal nerves in 
Bmal1Int

–/– mice, the blockade of which partially recovered bone loss by increasing bone formation 
and suppressing bone resorption in Bmal1Int

–/– mice. These results demonstrate that the intestinal 
circadian system regulates skeletal bone homeostasis.
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Several lines of  evidence demonstrate that the disturbance of  the circadian clock system affects skeletal 
metabolism (14–17). Although mice globally lacking the Bmal1 gene have been shown to exhibit decreased 
bone mass, which was in part explained by its deletion in osteoblastic cells (14), the lack of  the Bmal1 gene 
in osteoclastic cells enhanced bone mass by suppressing osteoclast differentiation and activity in mice (16), 
indicating that the effects of  the peripheral clock on bone metabolism are site and context specific, and 
the exact role of  the molecular clock network on bone metabolism still needs to be clarified. Based on the 
accumulating evidence of  a critical role for the intestine as a nodal organ integrating inter-organ commu-
nication through nutritional, humoral, and neuronal pathways, we hypothesized that the disruption of  the 
circadian clock system in the intestines impairs Ca absorption and causes deleterious effects on skeletal 
metabolism; however, to our knowledge this scenario has not been tested so far.

Active Ca transport is exerted in a manner involving the vitamin D receptor (VDR) signaling pathway 
(18, 19), activation of  which has been shown to enhance the expression of  genes involved in transcellular 
Ca absorption including TRPV6, CABP9k (coding for calbindin-D9k), and ATP2B1 (coding for Pmca1). The 
importance of  the VDR in transcellular Ca absorption was evidenced by the fact that the lack of  VDR in 
the intestines decreased Ca absorption (20). Importantly, circulating Ca levels were maintained in part by 
driving Ca mobilization from the bone in these mice, which resulted in decreased bone mass (20). Since 
VDR expression has been suggested to be rhythmic in a given tissue (21), we specifically hypothesized that 
the circadian clock system in the intestine regulates VDR activity and the alterations in the circadian clock 
network in the intestine affect bone metabolism by disrupting Ca homeostasis.

In order to test this hypothesis, we utilized a mouse model in which the Bmal1 gene was conditionally 
deleted in the intestines, and found that Clock (circadian locomotor output cycles kaput) physically and 
functionally interacted with VDR and created rhythmicity in the expression of  VDR target genes, which 
resulted in impaired transcellular Ca absorption and caused compensatory activation of  bone resorption. 
Furthermore, we found that the lack of  Bmal1 in the intestines suppressed bone formation and activated 
bone resorption through neuronal circuits, which included activation of  sympathetic tone through afferent 
vagal nerves. As a result, the disruption of  the clock network in the intestines reduced bone mass.

Results
Generation of  Bmal1Int

–/– mice. In order to elucidate the skeletal consequences of  disrupted biological rhythms 
in the intestines, we generated mice lacking the Bmal1 gene in the intestines by crossing Bmal1fl/fl mice 
with Villin-Cre mice (Bmal1Int

–/– mice) (Supplemental Figure 1A; supplemental material available online 
with this article; https://doi.org/10.1172/jci.insight.121798DS1). The excision of  Bmal1 in the villi of  the 
duodenum was confirmed, as shown in Supplemental Figure 1, B–D. No significant deletion was noted 
in extra-intestinal tissues including the hypothalamus (Supplemental Figure 1E). The expression of  genes 
involved in the circadian clock network was disrupted in the villi of  the duodenum obtained from Bmal1Int

–/– 
mice (Figure 1A). Bmal1Int

–/– mice did not show any significant differences in body weight, tail length, food 
and water intake, locomotor activity, or wheel-running activity records under LD (12-hour light/12-hour 
dark) or DD (constant darkness) cycles from the controls, suggesting that the central clock network is 
unlikely affected in Bmal1Int

–/– mice (Figure 1B, and Supplemental Figure 2, A–F). Histological analysis of  
the duodenum showed no significant changes between the 2 groups (Supplemental Figure 2G).

Circadian expression profiles of  VDR target genes in the intestines is disrupted in Bmal1Int
–/– mice. In the present 

study, we utilized male mice because Ca absorption in female mice is affected by the reproductive cycle (22). 
The expression profiles of genes involved in transcellular Ca absorption in the villi of the duodenum, including 
Trpv6, Cabp9k, and Atp2b1, showed a rhythmic expression pattern with a peak at ZT8 (zeitgeber time: light 
phase, ZT0–ZT12; dark phase, ZT12–ZT24) in control mice; this peak shifted to ZT12, with a weaker amplitude 
in Bmal1Int

–/– mice (Figure 1C). Because these are VDR target genes, we speculated that the circadian recruitment 
of VDR to the VDR response element (VDRE) created rhythmicity in VDR target genes. A ChIP analysis per-
formed 1 and 4 hours after 1,25-(OH)2D3 injection confirmed that the recruitment of VDR to the VDRE showed 
a rhythmic pattern that was stronger at ZT8 in control mice, and this disappeared in Bmal1Int

–/– mice (Figure 1D).
VDR expression displays a rhythmic pattern. The expression of Vdr and VDR also peaked at ZT8 in control 

mice, and this disappeared in Bmal1Int
–/– mice (Figure 2, A and B). Furthermore, an in vitro analysis using 

Caco2 cells revealed that the knockdown of  BMAL1 decreased VDR and VDR expression (Supplemen-
tal Figure 3, A–C). These results prompted us to speculate that the Bmal1/Clock complex regulates the 
expression of  Vdr through enhancer boxes (E-boxes) located in the Vdr gene locus. Although an in silico 
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analysis revealed the presence of  E-boxes in the first intron, luciferase assays failed to reveal functional 
E-boxes in this region (Supplemental Figure 3D). Because the VDRE resides in the Vdr gene (23), we spec-
ulated that the rhythmic recruitment of  VDR to the VDRE of  the Vdr gene created the rhythmic expression 
of Vdr. In support of  this, VDR was recruited to the VDRE in the Vdr gene in a time-dependent manner, 
with greater recruitment at ZT8 (Figure 2C).

Clock physically interacts with VDR and facilitates VDR transcriptional activity. We investigated the molec-
ular mechanisms by which the lack of  Bmal1 disrupted the rhythmic recruitment of  VDR to the VDRE. 

Figure 1. Rhythmic recruitment of VDR at the VDR target genes disappears in Bmal1Int
–/– mice. (A) Villi were collected from the duodenum at 8 weeks 

of age every 4 hours, and expression of clock genes of interest was determined by real-time RT-PCR (n = 3). (B) Wheel-running activity was recorded and 
actograms were double plotted. No differences were observed between Bmal1Int

fl/fl and Bmal1Int
–/– mice. Shaded area represents dark phase. LD, 12-hour 

light/12-hour dark cycle; DD, constant darkness. A representative of at least 3 independent experiments is shown. (C) Villi were collected from the duode-
num at 8 weeks of age every 4 hours, and expression of genes involved in transcellular Ca transport was determined by real-time RT-PCR (n = 6). Trpv6 (a): 
P < 0.05, ZT8 vs. ZT0; P < 0.01, ZT8 vs. ZT12 and ZT16; P < 0.001, ZT8 vs. ZT4 and ZT20; in Bmal1Int

fl/fl mice, by 1-way ANOVA. Trpv6 (b): P < 0.05, ZT12 vs. 
ZT0, ZT4, and ZT16; P < 0.01, ZT12 vs. ZT20; in Bmal1Int

–/– mice, by 1-way ANOVA. Cabp9k (a): P < 0.05, ZT8 vs. ZT0; P < 0.01, ZT8 vs. ZT4, ZT12, ZT16, and 
ZT20; in Bmal1Int

fl/fl mice, by 1-way ANOVA. Cabp9k (b): P < 0.05, ZT12 vs. ZT0 and ZT4; P < 0.01, ZT12 vs. ZT20; in Bmal1Int
–/– mice, by 1-way ANOVA. Pmca1b 

(a): P < 0.05, ZT8 vs. ZT20; P < 0.01, ZT8 vs. ZT0, ZT4 and ZT12; P < 0.001, ZT8 vs. ZT20; in Bmal1Int
fl/fl mice, by 1-way ANOVA. Pmca1b (b): P < 0.05, ZT12 vs. 

ZT16 and ZT20; in Bmal1Int
–/– mice, by 1-way ANOVA. *P < 0.05; Bmal1Int

fl/fl vs. Bmal1Int
–/– mice at ZT8 by Student’s t test. (D) Recruitment of VDR at the VDRE 

of Cyp24a1 and Trpv6 genes was analyzed 1 and 4 hours after 1,25-(OH)2D3 (VD) injection by ChIP assay (n = 3–5). Rhythmic pattern of VDR recruitment in 
Bmal1Int

fl/fl mice was not detected in Bmal1Int
–/– mice. *P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.05 by 1-way ANOVA.
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A coimmunoprecipitation analysis revealed that VDR physically interacted with Clock, but not with 
Bmal1 (Figure 3A). When exogenous Bmal1 was coexpressed, the interaction between VDR and Clock 
was decreased, suggesting that the Clock interaction with VDR or Bmal1 is mutually exclusive (Figure 
3A). A ChIP analysis performed 4 hours after 1,25-(OH)2D3 injection confirmed that Clock was recruited 
to the VDRE in the Vdr, Trpv6, and Cyp24a1 genes in a time-dependent manner, with greater recruitment 
at ZT8 in control mice, and this was not noted in Bmal1Int

–/– mice (Figure 3B). A luciferase assay revealed 
that Clock enhanced VDRE-mediated VDR transcriptional activity in the presence of  Bmal1 (Figure 
4A), whereas Clock alone failed to do so (Figure 4B), suggesting that Bmal1 is required for Clock to acti-
vate VDRE-mediated VDR transcriptional activity. In support of  this notion, Clock was localized in the 
cytosol when Bmal1 was not coexpressed, whereas Clock was localized in the nucleus in the presence of  
Bmal1 (Figure 4C). Consistent with this, nuclear expression of  Clock was decreased in Bmal1-deficient 
mouse embryonic fibroblasts (Supplemental Figure 4A). In addition, Clock expression in the nucleus was 
stronger in control mice than Bmal1Int

–/– mice at ZT8 (Supplemental Figure 4B), suggesting that the lack 
of  Bmal1 disrupts Clock-dependent VDR transcriptional activation during the light phase by impairing 
the nuclear transport of  the Clock protein. Taken together, these findings indicate that after translocating 
into the nucleus with the assistance of  Bmal1, Clock dissociates from the Bmal1/Clock complex and 
activates VDR transcriptional activity by forming a protein complex with VDR (Figure 4D).

Clock accelerates the acetylation of  lysines in histone H4 proteins at the VDRE. In order to elucidate the molec-
ular mechanisms by which Clock accelerates the binding of  VDR to the VDRE, we tested the hypothe-
sis that Clock allows chromatin to be transcriptionally permissive at VDR target genes. We analyzed the 
acetylation of  lysines 5, 8, 12, and 16 in histone H4 at VDR target genes using a ChIP assay and found that 

Figure 2. VDR is rhythmically recruited at the VDRE of the Vdr gene. (A) Villi were collected from the duodenum at 
8 weeks of age every 4 hours, and expression of Vdr was determined by real-time RT-PCR (n = 6). (a) P < 0.05, ZT8 
vs. ZT4; P < 0.01, ZT8 vs. ZT12, ZT16, and ZT20, in Bmal1Int

fl/fl mice, by 1-way ANOVA. (b) P < 0.01, ZT12 vs. ZT20; in 
Bmal1Int

–/– mice, by 1-way ANOVA. *P < 0.01, Bmal1Int
fl/fl vs. Bmal1Int

–/– mice at ZT8 by Student’s t test. (B) VDR protein 
expression in the duodenum of 8-week-old mice was determined by immunohistochemistry. A representative of 3 
independent experiments is shown. (C) Recruitment of VDR at the VDRE of the Vdr gene was analyzed 1 and 4 hours 
after 1,25-(OH)2D3 injection by ChIP assay (n = 3–5). *P < 0.05 by 1-way ANOVA.
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acetylated H4 showed a rhythmic pattern, with ZT8 being greater than ZT20 in control mice, whereas this 
was absent in Bmal1Int

–/– mice (Figure 5A). The Per1 E-box and Dbp E-box were used as positive controls 
for experiments. In order to clarify the underlying mechanisms, we examined whether the intrinsic histone 
acetyltransferase (HAT) activity of  Clock was involved in this regulation (24). We forced-expressed wild-
type Clock (WT-Clock) or the HAT activity–dead Clock mutant (MT-Clock) in HEK293T cells together 
with VDR and Bmal1 expression vectors and analyzed acetylated H4 levels at VDR target genes, such as 
VDR and CYP24A1. As shown in Figure 5B, acetylated H4 levels were increased by the forced expression of  
WT-Clock, whereas that of  MT-Clock did not affect its levels. The PER1 E-box was used as a positive con-
trol for experiments. We also investigated the involvement of  other HATs, such as CREB-binding protein 
(CBP), because Clock has been shown to form a protein complex with CBP; however, we failed to detect 
the recruitment of  CBP to the VDR/Clock protein complex (Supplemental Figure 5).

Transcellular calcium absorption in the duodenum is impaired in Bmal1Int
–/– mice. Consistent with the expres-

sion profiles of  VDR target genes, transcellular Ca absorption in control mice displayed a rhythmic pat-
tern, with peaks at ZT8, and Bmal1Int

–/– mice showed reductions in transcellular Ca absorption, particularly 
at ZT8 and ZT14 (Figure 6A). We then analyzed the systemic consequences of  impaired transcellular 
Ca absorption in Bmal1Int

–/– mice. Serum Ca concentrations exhibited a circadian profile with significant 
decreases during the dark phase in control mice, whereas rhythmic profiles were not observed in Bma-
l1Int

–/– mice (Figure 6B). The serum concentration of  Ca was not decreased in Bmal1Int
–/– mice, indicating 

that compensatory mechanisms to maintain circulating Ca levels were operative (Figure 6B). In accor-
dance with this, the urinary excretion of  Ca was decreased and serum parathyroid hormone (PTH) levels 

Figure 3. Clock physically interacts with VDR. (A) Physical interaction of Clock with VDR was evaluated using coimmuno-
precipitation. Clock physically forms a protein complex with VDR. A representative of 3 independent experiments is shown. 
(B) Recruitment of Clock at the VDRE of the Cyp24a1, Trpv6, and Vdr genes was analyzed by ChIP assay (n = 3–5). E-box of 
the Dbp gene was used as a positive control for Clock recruitment. *P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.05 by 1-way ANOVA.
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were increased in Bmal1Int
–/– mice (Figure 6, C and D). The renal expression of  Cyp27b1 and Cyp24a1 was 

increased and decreased during the dark phase, respectively, in a time-dependent manner in Bmal1Int
–/– mice 

(Supplemental Figure 6), and, consistent with this result, circulating 1,25-(OH)2D3 levels were elevated in 
Bmal1Int

–/– mice (Figure 6E). Furthermore, serum C-telopeptide (CTX) levels, a marker for bone resorption, 
were increased in Bmal1Int

–/– mice (Figure 6F), suggesting that bone resorption is activated as a compensa-
tory mechanism for decreases in Ca absorption.

Bone mass is decreased in Bmal1Int
–/– mice. The above results prompted us to speculate that bone mass 

is decreased in Bmal1Int
–/– mice. In order to test this, we performed a histomorphometric analysis of  the 

femur and found that the trabecular ratio of  bone volume to total volume (BV/TV) was reduced in Bma-
l1Int

–/– mice, and this was associated with increases in bone resorption parameters (Figure 7, A and B). μCT 
analysis also revealed the decreased trabecular bone mass of  the femur in Bmal1Int

–/– mice (Figure 7C). 

Figure 4. Bmal1 is required for Clock to activate VDR transcriptional activity. (A and B) Functional interaction of Clock with VDRE-mediated VDR tran-
scriptional activity was determined by luciferase assay (n = 4). *P < 0.001, **P < 0.05 by 1-way ANOVA. NS, not significant. (C) Myc-Clock and/or Bmal1-V5 
was overexpressed in HEK293 cells and expression of Clock and Bmal1 was visualized using myc and V5 antibodies, respectively. DAPI was used for nuclear 
staining. A representative of 3 independent experiments is shown. (D) Schematic model of Clock-mediated VDR transcriptional activation. After translo-
cating into the nucleus in the presence of Bmal1, Clock dissociates from the Bmal1/Clock complex. The binding of Clock to VDR enhances the transcription-
al activity of VDR through the VDRE. NLS, nuclear localization signal.
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Cortical thickness of  the midshaft of  the femur and trabecular bone mass of  the lumbar vertebrae were not 
significantly affected (Supplemental Figure 7, A and B). The Rankl/Opg ratio was increased in Bmal1Int

–/– 
mice due to decreases in Opg expression (Figure 7D). Ctpk expression also increased in Bmal1Int

–/– mice in a 
time-dependent manner (Figure 7D). Unexpectedly, bone formation markers, such as Ocn expression, the 
osteoblast number, and bone formation rate, were decreased in Bmal1Int

–/– mice, suggesting that the lack 
of  Bmal1 in the intestines caused the uncoupling of  bone formation and resorption (Figure 7, B and D). 
Since osteoblastogenesis of  primary calvarial osteoblasts and osteoclastogenesis of  spleen mononuclear 
cells from Bmal1Int

–/– mice did not show any significant differences from control cells, any excision of  the 
Bmal1 gene in skeletal cells played a negligible role in the development of  the osteopenic phenotype in Bma-
l1Int

–/– mice (Supplemental Figure 8, A–E). To test whether the low-bone-mass phenotype in Bmal1Int
–/– mice 

was caused by decreases in transcellular Ca absorption, mice were fed high-Ca diet (HCaD) to minimize 
the effect of  transcellular Ca absorption by enhancing paracellular Ca absorption. As shown in Figure 7C, 
HCaD caused increases in bone mass both in control and Bmal1Int

–/– mice, and a low-bone-mass phenotype 
in Bmal1Int

–/– mice was not noted under HCaD. These findings may at least partially support the notion that 
decreases in transcellular Ca absorption contribute to reduced bone mass in Bmal1Int

–/– mice.

Figure 5. Clock enhances acetylated histone H4 levels at VDR target genes. (A) Acetylation of histone H4 (Ac-H4) at the VDRE of Cyp24a1, Trpv6, and Vdr 
genes was analyzed by ChIP assay (n = 3–5). E-boxes of the Dbp and Per1 genes were used as positive controls for experiments. *P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, ***P 
< 0.05 by 1-way ANOVA. (B) The acetylation of histone H4 at the VDRE of VDR and CYP24A1 was analyzed by ChIP assay in HEK293T cells (n = 3–5). E-box 
of the PER1 gene was used as a positive control for experiments. *P < 0.01, **P < 0.05 by 1-way ANOVA.
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Blockade of  β-adrenergic signaling reversed impaired bone formation and partially rescued the osteopenic phe-
notype of  Bmal1Int

–/– mice. These results demonstrated that the lack of  Bmal1 in the intestines impaired 
transcellular Ca absorption and reduced bone mass by driving bone resorption; however, it currently 
remains unclear why bone formation is decreased in Bmal1Int

–/– mice. Therefore, we tested the hypoth-
esis that the lack of  Bmal1 in the intestines regulated bone metabolism in a manner involving neuronal 
circuits. In support of  this, sympathetic activity, the activation of  which is known to decrease bone 
mass by activating bone resorption and suppressing bone formation, was elevated in Bmal1Int

–/– mice 
during the dark phase (Figure 8A). Since sympathetic activation disappeared in vagotomized Bma-
l1Int

–/– mice, the afferent vagal nerve is responsible for sympathetic activation in Bmal1Int
–/– mice (Figure 

8B). The efficacy of  vagotomy was assessed by an evaluation of  cholecystokinin octapeptide–induced 
(CCK-8–induced) satiety and alterations in body weight (Supplemental Figure 9, A and B). The activa-
tion of  sympathetic activity was not likely due to increased synthesis of  serotonin, which is known to 
mediate its signal from the duodenum to sensory neurons, since a rate-limiting enzyme for serotonin 
synthesis, tryptophan hydroxylase (Tph1), was not affected by the lack of  Bmal1 in the duodenum 
(Figure 8C). Additionally, the gut innervation in the duodenum was not affected either (Figure 8D). 
We finally tested the idea that the lack of  Bmal1 increased sympathetic tone through the modulation of  
microbiota. For this purpose, mice were treated with antibiotics and sympathetic tone was determined. 
As shown in Figure 8E, sympathetic tone was elevated in Bmal1Int

–/– mice even in the presence of  anti-
biotics compared with antibiotic-treated control mice, suggesting that the modulation of  microbiota 
is unlikely the cause of  enhanced sympathetic tone in Bmal1Int

–/– mice. These findings suggest that 
increases in sympathetic tone in Bmal1Int

–/– mice are independent of  alterations in serotonin synthesis, 
gut innervation, or gut microbiota.

Figure 6. Transcellular Ca absorption is decreased in Bmal1Int
–/–mice. (A) Transcellular Ca absorption was evaluated by 

everted gut sac assay at 8 weeks of age (n = 5–8). (a) P < 0.05, ZT8 vs. ZT20; P < 0.01, ZT8 vs. ZT14; in Bmal1Int
fl/fl mice, 

by 1-way ANOVA. (b) P < 0.01, ZT14 vs. ZT8; P < 0.001, ZT14 vs. ZT2 and ZT20; in Bmal1Int
–/– mice, by 1-way ANOVA. *P < 

0.001, **P < 0.05; Bmal1Int
fl/fl vs. Bmal1Int

–/– at indicated time points by Student’s t test. (B) Serum Ca levels were deter-
mined every 4 hours at 8 weeks of age (n = 9). (a) P < 0.05, ZT16 vs. ZT4, ZT8, and ZT20; P < 0.01, ZT16 vs. ZT0; in Bma-
l1Int

fl/fl mice, by 1-way ANOVA. (C) Urine volume and Ca excretion in the urine was measured at 8 weeks of age (n = 11 or 
12). *P < 0.01 by Student’s t test. FECa, fractional excretion of Ca. (D) Serum intact PTH (n = 8–12) levels were determined 
at 8 weeks of age. *P < 0.05; Bmal1Int

fl/fl vs. Bmal1Int
–/– mice at indicated time points by Student’s t test. (E and F) Serum 

1,25-(OH)2D3 (n = 5) (E), and CTX (n = 10) (F) levels were determined at 8 weeks of age. *P < 0.05 by Student’s t test.
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In order to clarify whether the activation of  sympathetic tone is responsible for bone loss in Bma-
l1Int

–/– mice, mice were treated with propranolol (PRO), a β-blocker. As shown in Figure 9, A and B, bone 
loss in Bmal1Int

–/– mice was partially rescued by the treatment with PRO, with bone formation markers 
being similar between controls and Bmal1Int

–/– mice in the presence of  PRO (Figure 9C). Consistent with 
this, serum procollagen type I N propeptide (P1NP) levels, a bone formation marker, were decreased in 
Bmal1Int

–/– mice compared with controls, whereas this difference disappeared in the presence of  PRO 
(Figure 9D). Although bone resorption markers were still higher in Bmal1Int

–/– mice than in the controls 
under PRO treatment, the extent of  increases in bone resorption markers in the presence of  PRO was 
smaller than those in the absence of  PRO (compare Figure 9C with Figure 7B), suggesting that blockade 
of  sympathetic tone partially suppressed bone resorption in Bmal1Int

–/– mice. These results indicate that 
the lack of  Bmal1 in the intestines suppresses bone formation and activates bone resorption, in part by 
driving sympathetic tone, and decreases bone mass (Figure 9E).

Figure 7. Bone mass is reduced in Bmal1Int
–/– mice and associated with increases in bone resorption and decreases in bone formation. (A) Villanueva bone 

staining of the distal femur of 16-week-old mice. A representative of at least 3 independent experiments is shown. NOc, number of osteoclasts; BS, bone 
surface; ES, eroded surface; Nob, number of osteoblasts; ObS, osteoblast surface; MS, mineralizing surface; BFR, bone formation rate. (B) Dynamic histo-
morphometry of the femur was performed at 16 weeks of age. *P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.05 by Student’s t test. The difference in the values of bone 
resorption markers between control and Bmal1Int

–/– mice is shown. (C) Mice were fed standard chow (STD) or high-Ca diet (HCaD) starting at 4 weeks of age 
for 12 weeks. Trabecular bone microarchitecture of the distal femur was evaluated by μCT analysis (n = 8–10). *P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.05 by 1-way 
ANOVA. (D) Femurs were collected from 8-week-old mice every 4 hours, and the expression of the genes of interest was examined by real-time RT-PCR (n 
= 6). *P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.05; Bmal1Int

fl/fl vs. Bmal1Int
–/– at indicated time points by Student’s t test.
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Discussion
Accumulating evidence has demonstrated that skeletal metabolism is regulated in a manner involv-
ing the circadian clock network, as partly demonstrated by clinical findings showing that circulating 
bone formation and resorption markers exhibit circadian profiles (25). Mice in which the circadian 
clock network is disrupted show a skeletal phenotype, supporting the link between the circadian clock 
system and skeletal metabolism; however, the exact role of  the peripheral circadian clock network on 
skeletal metabolism is context specific and has yet to be elucidated in detail (14–16). In an attempt 
to clarify the underlying mechanisms, we investigated the circadian regulation of  Ca homeostasis 
because Ca is a fundamental nutritional factor regulating skeletal metabolism. Because there is accu-
mulating evidence showing that the circadian network in the intestines plays important roles in the 
regulation of  metabolic homeostasis, including nutrient absorption, we examined intestinal tissue as 
a nodal organ integrating the circadian network and Ca homeostasis. In line with this, the expression 
of  genes involved in transcellular Ca absorption exhibited circadian profiles in the duodenum and this 
was associated with the rhythmic profile of  transcellular Ca absorption. Serum Ca levels showed a 
rhythmic pattern in control mice, with the lowest levels being observed during the dark phase when 
mice behave and eat actively, and this result is consistent with decreases in Ca levels during the day-
time in humans (13). In addition, serum Ca concentration showed circadian profiles in control mice 
and this disappeared in Bmal1Int

–/– mice. These results suggest that the intestinal clock is a primary 
system creating rhythmicity in circulating Ca levels.

Figure 8. Sympathetic tone is elevated in Bmal1Int
–/– mice. (A and B) Sympathetic activity was evaluated by measuring urine 

adrenaline levels. (A) Sympathetic activity was elevated in Bmal1Int
–/– mice during the dark phase (n = 9). (B) Increases in 

sympathetic activity in sham-operated Bmal1Int
–/– mice were not noted in vagotomized Bmal1Int

–/– mice (n = 6 or 7). *P < 0.01, 
**P < 0.05 by 1-way ANOVA. (C) Villi were collected from the duodenum at 8 weeks of age every 4 hours, and expression of 
Tph1 was determined by real-time RT-PCR (n = 6). (D) Expression of PGP9.5 in the duodenum was visualized by immunofluo-
rescence. A representative of 3 experiments is shown. (E) Mice were treated with antibiotics for 4 weeks starting at 10 weeks 
of age, and 24-hour urine samples were collected. Urine levels of adrenaline were evaluated (n = 7 or 8). *P < 0.05.
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We next investigated the mechanisms by which the circadian profiles of  genes involved in transcellular 
Ca absorption are regulated. Since transcellular Ca absorption is mainly regulated in a manner involving the 
VDR signaling pathway (26), we hypothesized that Bmal1/Clock regulated rhythmicity in the expression of  
Vdr, but failed to detect the presence of  E-boxes in the Vdr gene locus. These results prompted us to speculate 

Figure 9. Sympathetic activation is partially responsible for bone loss in Bmal1Int
–/– mice. (A and B) μCT analysis of 

the femur was performed to analyze the trabecular bone microarchitecture of 16-week-old mice treated with or without 
propranolol (PRO). A representative μCT image (A) and the parameters of the μCT analysis are shown (B) (n = 10–13). 
*P < 0.01, **P < 0.05 by 1-way ANOVA. (C) Dynamic histomorphometric data of 16-week-old mice treated with PRO 
(n = 5). *P < 0.05 by Student’s t test. The difference in the values of bone resorption markers between control and 
Bmal1Int

–/– mice in the presence of PRO is shown, and this is smaller than those in the absence of PRO (see Figure 7B). 
(D) Serum levels of P1NP were determined at ZT2 (n = 8–11). (E) Schematic model of the effects of the clock network in 
the intestines on skeletal metabolism. The lack of Bmal1 in the intestines blunts the Clock-mediated activation of VDR 
transcriptional activity, which results in decreases in transcellular Ca absorption. This leads to osteoclastic activation 
and bone loss. Additionally, sympathetic tone is activated through afferent vagal nerves when Bmal1 is deleted in the 
intestines, which leads to bone loss through the suppression of bone formation and stimulation of bone resorption. 
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that the circadian network regulates transcellular Ca absorption through its modulation of  the function of  
VDR. Indeed, Clock functionally and physically interacted with VDR and accelerated the binding of  VDR 
to the VDRE in a circadian-dependent manner. Because the nuclear localization of  Clock occurred in a 
circadian-dependent manner with stronger nuclear expression during the light phase (27, 28), rhythmicity 
in VDR target genes may be generated in a manner that is dependent on cyclic nuclear Clock localization. 
Interestingly, the binding of  Clock to VDR was independent of  Bmal1, as was described in the case of  
Bmal1’s interaction with NF-κB (29). In addition, because of  the lack of  a nuclear localization signal in the 
Clock protein (22), binding with Bmal1 is necessary for Clock to translocate into the nucleus. These findings 
suggest a unique role for Clock such that after translocating into the nucleus with the assistance of  Bmal1, 
Clock dissociates from the Bmal1/Clock complex and functions as a coactivator (Figure 4D); however, fur-
ther studies are required in order to confirm this speculation.

Since histone acetylation plays pivotal roles in transcriptional activation (30), we investigated whether the 
binding of Clock to VDR enhanced the acetylation of the lysine residues of histone proteins at VDR target 
genes. In line with previous findings showing that Clock exhibits intrinsic HAT activity (24, 31, 32), our results 
also suggested the involvement of the intrinsic HAT activity of Clock in histone acetylation at the VDRE. 
Because Clock has been shown to physically interact with other HATs, such as CBP/p300, PCAF, and TIP60 
(24), we also examined the hypothesis that Clock recruited CBP and accelerated histone acetylation at the 
VDRE, but failed to detect the formation of the VDR/Clock/CBP protein complex. Numerous HATs have 
been reported to form a protein complex with VDR, such as SRC1; therefore, we cannot exclude the possibility 
of the recruitment of HATs other than CBP. Nevertheless, the present results provide evidence to show that 
Clock accelerates histone acetylation and stimulates the transcriptional activity of its binding partner.

Surprisingly (because bone formation is generally coupled to bone resorption), the observation that bone 
formation parameters were not elevated in Bmal1Int

–/– mice despite enhanced bone resorption suggested that 
the lack of  Bmal1 in the intestines impaired bone formation independently of  its regulation in Ca homeo-
stasis. Because accumulating evidence has clearly demonstrated a critical role for the neuronal network in 
skeletal metabolism, we investigated neuronal involvement in this regulation. Based on evidence showing 
that sympathetic activation reduces bone mass by suppressing bone formation and stimulating bone resorp-
tion (33), we assessed sympathetic activity and found that it was elevated in Bmal1Int

–/– mice and disappeared 
when vagal nerves were dissected. We investigated the molecular mechanisms by which the disruption in 
the intestinal circadian network activates sympathetic activity. First, we analyzed the expression of  Tph1, a 
rate-limiting enzyme for serotonin synthesis, because serotonin has been shown to mediate the signals from 
the duodenum to sensory neurons, but failed to detect any differences in its expression between control and 
Bmal1Int

–/– mice (34). Second, we analyzed the gut innervation because the communication between gut and 
neuron has recently gained more attention among researchers (35). For this purpose, we performed PGP9.5 
staining but the innervation between control and Bmal1Int

–/– mice was not different. Third, we investigated 
the involvement of  gut microbes in this regulation because accumulating evidence has demonstrated the 
critical roles of  gut microbiota in the regulation of  the afferent nervous system from the gut (36); however, 
experiments based on antibiotic treatment revealed that gut microbiota was unlikely involved in this regu-
lation. In sum, these results suggest that there is a functional link between the intestinal circadian system 
and skeletal metabolism though the neuronal network; however, the molecular mechanisms by which the 
intestinal clock mediates its signals to the neuronal pathway have yet to be elucidated.

In summary, we herein provided evidence to show that the circadian clock network in the intestines 
regulates skeletal metabolism through the regulation of  Ca homeostasis and sympathetic activity. A num-
ber of  clinical studies have shown that the disruption of  light/dark and/or sleep/wake cycles causes met-
abolic complications, including an increased incidence of  obesity and cardiovascular complications (37); 
however, evidence for its influence on skeletal metabolism is limited. Therefore, these lines of  evidence may 
add to our growing knowledge on the role of  the circadian network in the regulation of  Ca and skeletal 
metabolism and provide insights into the unrecognized function of  the intestinal circadian system, which 
may be important for skeletal biology.

Methods
Animal studies. Bmal1Int

fl/fl mice on a C57BL/6J background, which contain 2 loxP sites flanking exons 6 to 
8 of  the Bmal1 gene, were generated as previously reported (38). The excision of  exons 6 to 8 results in the 
deletion of  the bHLH domain and this is associated with the introduction of  an early stop codon. Villin-Cre 
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mice on a C57BL/6J background [B6.Cg-Tg(Vil1-cre)997Gum/J], which express Cre recombinase under the 
control of  the Villin promoter, were purchased from Jackson Laboratories. Intestine-specific Bmal1-knockout 
(Bmal1Int

–/–) mice were generated by crossing Bmal1fl/fl mice with Villin-Cre mice homozygous for the floxed 
allele. Because the skeletal phenotype of  Villin-Cre mice has been shown to be comparable to that of  WT mice 
(39), Bmal1fl/fl mice were used as controls for Bmal1Int

–/– mice. The excision of  the floxed allele was confirmed 
based on a PCR analysis using genomic DNA as described in Supplemental Methods. Mice were maintained 
on a 12-hour/12-hour LD cycle in a pathogen-free animal facility with free access to water and standard chow 
containing 1.0% Ca and 1.0% inorganic phosphate (Pi) (CE-2, CLEA Japan, Inc.). Where HCaD containing 
2.4% Ca and 1.0% Pi (CLEA Japan, Inc.) was used, mice were switched to HCaD starting at 4 weeks of  age. 
For antibiotic treatment, mice were treated with antibiotic-containing drinking water from 10 to 14 weeks 
old. Metronidazole (1 g/l) (Nacalai Tesque Inc.), ampicillin sodium (1 g/l) ( Nacalai Tesque Inc.), neomycin 
sulphate (1 g/l) ( Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd.), and vancomycin hydrochloride (0.5 g/l) (Wako Pure 
Chemical Industries, Ltd.) were added to the drinking water.

In vivo ChIP assays. Control and Bmal1Int
–/– mice at 8–9 weeks of  age were intraperitoneally injected at 

ZT4 or ZT16 with either vehicle (propylene glycol; Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd.) or 1,25-(OH)2D3 
(EMD Millipore) at a dose of  10 ng/g of  body weight, and 1 and 4 hours after the injection (ZT8 or ZT20) 
the intestinal villi from 7 cm of  the proximal duodenum and jejunum were scraped by coverslips and ChIP 
was performed as described in Supplemental Methods.

In vitro ChIP assays. The expression vector containing the HAT activity–dead Clock mutant was gen-
erated based on a previous study (24) using QuikChange II XL (Agilent Technologies) according to the 
manufacturer’s protocol. HEK293T cells were transfected with the pcDNA3.1-mBmal1-V5 vector, pSG5-
hVDR vector, and/or pFlag vectors containing WT-mClock (WT-Clock) or HAT activity–dead mClock 
(MT-Clock) using the PEI method. Six hours after treatment with 10–8 M 1,25-(OH)2D3, cells were harvest-
ed and ChIP was performed as described in Supplemental Methods.

Luciferase assay. VDRE-mediated VDR transcriptional activity was analyzed using the luciferase vec-
tor [pGV-P2-(DR3)2] containing 2 tandem repeats of  canonical DR3 (direct repeat spaced by 3 nucleo-
tides). HEK293T cells were transfected with pGV-P2-(DR3)2 (0.2 μg) in combination with the pSG5-hVDR 
(0.05 μg) expression vector, pcDNA3.1-mBmal1-V5 expression vector (0.1 μg), and/or pSG5-mClock-myc 
expression vector (0.1 μg), as indicated in the figures, and 24 hours after transfection, cells were treated with 
10–8 M 1,25-(OH)2D3 overnight, followed by the assessment of  luciferase activity using specific substrates in 
a luminometer as described in Supplemental Methods.

Everted gut sac assay. Intestinal transcellular Ca transport was evaluated using the everted gut sac assay 
as reported by Benn et al., with modifications (40). Briefly, a 2-cm piece of  the duodenum proximal to the 
pyloric junction was dissected from 8-week-old mice and an everted gut sac was prepared as previously 
reported (40). The intestinal sac was filled with 150 μl of  transport buffer (125 mM NaCl, 10 mM fructose, 
1.3 mM HEPES, and 0.25 mM CaCl2 [pH 7.4]) and incubated in 10 ml of  transport buffer containing 45 
CaCl2 (20,000 cpm/ml) in a water bath at 37°C for 1 hour that was aerated continuously with 95% O2/5% 
CO2. After this incubation, transport buffer collected from inside or outside the sacs was assayed in tripli-
cate for 45Ca using a scintillation counter.

Bilateral sub-diaphragmatic vagotomy and its assessment. Bilateral sub-diaphragmatic vagotomy was per-
formed according to a previously reported method (41). Briefly, mice were deeply anesthetized, and a 
midline abdominal incision was made. The liver was pushed aside to allow for the visualization of  the 
stomach and esophagus. Under a surgical microscope, the left and right vagal nerves running along the 
esophagus were excised. In sham-operated mice, the same surgical procedures, except for the excision of  
vagal nerves, were performed. In the assessment of  vagotomy, the satiety effect of  CCK-8 (Sigma-Aldrich) 
was investigated. Briefly, after 20 hours of  fasting, sham-operated and vagotomized mice were intraper-
itoneally administered CCK-8 at a dose of  8 μg/kg/body weight, and food intake was monitored for 1 
hour. Theoretically, because CCK-8–induced satiety is mediated through the afferent vagal nerve (42), food 
intake after fasting is not observed in CCK-8–treated sham-operated mice, whereas vagotomized mice are 
resistant to the satiety effect of  CCK-8.

RNA isolation and quantitative real-time PCR. A 2-cm piece of  the duodenum proximal to the pyloric 
junction was dissected and villi were scraped by coverslips. Total RNA was isolated and real-time RT-PCR 
analysis was performed as described in Supplemental Methods. Gapdh was used as an internal standard 
control gene for all quantifications.
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Coimmunoprecipitation. The transfection of  expression vectors in HEK293T cells was performed 
using the PEI method. Cells were solubilized in NP-40 buffer (5 mM EDTA, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5% 
Nonidet P-40, 10% glycerol, and 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0) containing a protease inhibitor cocktail 
(Complete TM, EDTA-free; Roche Diagnostics) and centrifuged. Supernatants were precleared with 
protein A/G-Sepharose (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) at 4°C for 2 hours, followed by immunoprecipita-
tion with an anti-Flag antibody (Sigma-Aldrich, F3165) at 4°C overnight. Samples were washed 5 times 
with PBS containing a protease inhibitor cocktail and then analyzed by Western blot as described in 
Supplemental Methods.

Actogram. Eight-week-old mice were maintained individually in cages equipped with running wheels 
(RW-15; Melquest) with free access to water and food and housed for a week for adjustments. Wheel-run-
ning data were recorded using the cFDM-300 system (Melquest) and actograms were double-plotted using 
Feedam software (Melquest). Mice were kept under LD cycles for 10 days, switched to a DD cycle for an 
additional 10 days, and then returned to LD cycles.

μCT. The skeletal micro-architecture of  the trabecular bones of  the femur was analyzed by μCT (ScanX-
mate-RX; Comscantechno Co., Ltd.). Bones were scanned at an energy level of  70.5 kVp and intensity of  
115 μA. At the distal femur, trabecular bone was evaluated starting approximately 0.36 mm proximal to the 
femoral growth plate, and extending proximally 1.8 mm. Measurements included BV/TV, the trabecular 
number (Tb.N), trabecular thickness (Tb.Th), and trabecular separation (Tb.Sp). All scans were analyzed 
using TRI/3D-BON software (RATOC System Engineering Co., Ltd.).

Histomorphometry. Histomorphometry was performed as previously described (43–45). In dynamic 
bone histomorphometry, 16-week-old male mice were labeled with subcutaneous injections of  16 mg/kg 
of  calcein (Dojindo Co.) 96 and 24 hours before sacrifice. Femurs were collected from 16-week-old mice, 
and fixed in 70% ethyl alcohol. Undecalcified bone sections were prepared as follows: after staining with 
the Villanueva bone stain for 6 days, samples were dehydrated, defatted in an acetone/methyl-methac-
rylate monomer mixture (1:2), and embedded in methyl-methacrylate (Wako Pure Chemical Industries, 
Ltd.) without decalcification. Five-micrometer-thick longitudinal sections were prepared using a micro-
tome (Leica), and bone histomorphometric measurements were obtained using a semiautomatic image 
analyzing system (System Supply) and fluorescence microscope (Olympus BX-53) set at a magnification 
of  ×400. Standard bone histomorphometrical nomenclatures, symbols, and units were used as described in 
the report of  the ASBMR Histomorphometry Nomenclature Committee (46).

Statistics. All data are expressed as the mean ± the standard error of  the mean (SEM). Data were 
analyzed for significant differences by 2-tailed Student’s t test or 1-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s 
multiple comparison post hoc test. Significance was set at P < 0.05.

Study approval. All animal studies were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and 
Use Committee of  Osaka Women’s and Children’s Hospital at Izumi, Osaka, Japan (board members: Isao 
Matsuo, Itaru Yanagihara, and Nobuhiko Okamoto).
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